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"An interpretive examination of the legal documents that granted Columbus rights in and to the New World, with a facsimile of the original
copy of the Book of Privileges that is housed in the Library of Congress"--Provided by publisher.
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
(without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1917 edition. Excerpt: ... (6) Columns for Discount on Purchases and Discount
on Notes on the same side of the Cash Book; (c) Columns for Discount on Sales and Cash Sales on the debit side of the Cash Book; (d)
Departmental columns in the Sales Book and in the Purchase Book. Controlling Accounts.--The addition of special columns in books of
original entry makes possible the keeping of Controlling Accounts. The most common examples of such accounts are Accounts Receivable
account and Accounts Payable account. These summary accounts, respectively, displace individual customers' and creditors' accounts in the
Ledger. The customers' accounts are then segregated in another book called the Sales Ledger or Customers' Ledger, while the creditors'
accounts are kept in the Purchase or Creditors' Ledger. The original Ledger, now much reduced in size, is called the General Ledger. The
Trial Balance now refers to the accounts in the General Ledger. It is evident that the task of taking a Trial Balance is greatly simplified
because so many fewer accounts are involved. A Schedule of Accounts Receivable is then prepared, consisting of the balances found in the
Sales Ledger, and its total must agree with the balance of the Accounts Receivable account shown in the Trial Balance. A similar Schedule of
Accounts Payable, made up of all the balances in the Purchase Ledger, is prepared, and it must agree with the balance of the Accounts
Payable account of the General Ledger." The Balance Sheet.--In the more elementary part of the text, the student learned how to prepare a
Statement of Assets and Liabilities for the purpose of disclosing the net capital of an enterprise. In the present chapter he was shown how to
prepare a similar statement, the Balance Sheet. For all practical...
From the moment King Fernando and Queen Isabel sponsored Christopher Columbus's voyage, they began issuing contracts, decrees, and
privileges implementing the project. Previous editions of these collected documents, known as the Book of Privileges, have been published.
Yet, because their ordering of the materials has followed that in which Columbus left them, use of these books has proven problematic. The
Repertorium Columbianum edition is the first to present these documents in chronological order--providing a continuous historical narrative of
the monarchs' and Columbus's enterprise. (The documents also appear, separately, in Columbus's arrangement.) Superbly translated, with
historical and philological commentary, this edition of the Book of Privileges is certain to become the standard. From the moment King
Fernando and Queen Isabel sponsored Christopher Columbus's voyage, they began issuing contracts, decrees, and privileges implementing
the project. Previous editions of these collected documents, known as the Book of Privileges, have been published. Yet, because their
ordering of the materials has followed that in which Columbus left them, use of these books has proven problematic. The Repertorium
Columbianum edition is the first to present these documents in chronological order--providing a continuous historical narrative of the
monarchs' and Columbus's enterprise. (The documents also appear, separately, in Columbus's arrangement.) Superbly translated, with
historical and philological commentary, this edition of the Book of Privileges is certain to become the standard.
In 1492 Christopher Columbus bore a secret agenda as he set out with his tiny fleet to discover a New World. The startling truth? Columbus
himself was a Jew! And he sought a new home for his persecuted Jewish kin to escape King Ferdinand's and Queen Isabella's newly
wrought Spanish Inquisition.
Why is the capital of the United States named in part after Christopher Columbus, a Genoese explorer commissioned by Spain who never set
foot on what would become the nation's mainland? Why did Spanish American nationalists in 1819 name a new independent republic
"Colombia," after Columbus, the first representative of the empire from which they had recently broken free? These are only two of the
introductory questions explored in The Legacy of Christopher Columbus in the Americas, a fundamental recasting of Columbus as an
eminently powerful tool in imperial constructs. Bartosik-Velez seeks to explain the meaning of Christopher Columbus throughout the so-called
New World, first in the British American colonies and the United States, as well as in Spanish America, during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. She argues that during the pre- and post-revolutionary periods, New World societies commonly imagined themselves as legitimate
and powerful independent political entities by comparing themselves to the classical empires of Greece and Rome. Columbus, who had been
construed as a figure of empire for centuries, fit perfectly into that framework. By adopting him as a national symbol, New World nationalists
appeal to Old World notions of empire.
Libro de Las ProfecíasGainesville : University of Florida Press : Order from University Presses of Florida

This definitive edition of Columbus's account of the voyage presents the most accurate printed version of his journal available to
date. Unfortunately both Columbus's original manuscript, presented to Ferdinand and Isabella along with other evidence of his
discoveries, and a single complete copy have been lost for centuries. The primary surviving record of the voyage-part quotation,
part summary of the complete copy-is a transcription made by Bartolome de las Casas in the 1530s. This new edition of the Las
Casas manuscript presents its entire contents-including notes, insertions, and canceled text-more accurately, completely, and
graphically than any other Spanish text published so far. In addition, the new translation, which strives for readability and accuracy,
appears on pages facing the Spanish, encouraging on-the- spot comparisons of the translation with the original. Study of the work
is further facilitated by extensive notes, documenting differences between the editors' transcription and translation and those of
other transcribers and translators and summarizing current research and debates on unanswered current research and debates on
unanswered questions concerning the voyage. In addition to being the only edition in which Spanish and English are presented
side by side, this edition includes the only concordance ever prepared for the Diario. Awaited by scholars, this new edition will help
reduce the guesswork that has long plagued the study of Columbus's voyage. It may shed light on a number of issues related to
Columbus's navigational methods and the identity of his landing places, issues whose resolution depend, at least in part, on an
accurate transcription of the Diario. Containing day-by-day accounts of the voyage and the first sighting of land, of the first
encounters with the native populations and the first appraisals of his islands explored, and of a suspenseful return voyage to
Spain, the Diario provides a fascinating and useful account to historians, geographers, anthropologists, sailors, students, and
anyone else interested in the discovery-or in a very good sea story. Oliver Dunn received the PH.D. degree from Cornell
University. He is Professor Emeritus in Purdue University and a longtime student of Spanish and early history of Spanish America.
James E. Kelley, Jr., received the M.A. degree from American University. A mathematician and computer and management
consultant by vocation, for the past twenty years he has studied the history of European cartography and navigation in latemedieval times. Both are members of the Society for the History of Discoveries and have written extensively on the history of
navigation and on Columbus's first voyage, Although they remain unconvinced of its conclusions, both were consultants to the
National geographic Society's 1986 effort to establish Samana Cay as the site of Columbus's first landing.
Throughout the two-thousand-year span of Christian history, believers in Jesus have sought to articulate their faith and their
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understanding of how God works in the world. How do we, as we examine the vast and varied output of those who came before
us, understand the unity and the diversity of their thinking? How do we make sense of our own thought in light of theirs? The
Christian Understandings series offers to help. In this crisp and engaging volume Amy Frykholm offers a tour through more than
two millennia of Christian thought on the future. Starting with the contexts of the Hebrew Bible and moving forward, Frykholm
outlines the enduring fascination believers have had with future events and the myriad ways they have articulated their beliefs
about what the future holds. From the imperial contexts of the book of Revelation to the end times prophecy of Harold Camping,
Frykholm presents a thoughtful and insightful tour.
The Book of Prophecies presents and examines the forecasts of oracles, saints, magicians, astrologers, mediums and madmen,
from prehistoric times to the 20th century and beyond.'
This impeccably researched and “adventure-packed” (The Washington Post) account of the obsessive quest by Christopher
Columbus’s son to create the greatest library in the world is “the stuff of Hollywood blockbusters” (NPR) and offers a vivid picture
of Europe on the verge of becoming modern. At the peak of the Age of Exploration, Hernando Colón sailed with his father
Christopher Columbus on his final voyage to the New World, a journey that ended in disaster, bloody mutiny, and shipwreck. After
Columbus’s death in 1506, eighteen-year-old Hernando sought to continue—and surpass—his father’s campaign to explore the
boundaries of the known world by building a library that would collect everything ever printed: a vast holding organized by
summaries and catalogues; really, the first ever database for the exploding diversity of written matter as the printing press
proliferated across Europe. Hernando traveled extensively and obsessively amassed his collection based on the groundbreaking
conviction that a library of universal knowledge should include “all books, in all languages and on all subjects,” even material often
dismissed: ballads, erotica, news pamphlets, almanacs, popular images, romances, fables. The loss of part of his collection to
another maritime disaster in 1522, set off the final scramble to complete this sublime project, a race against time to realize a vision
of near-impossible perfection. “Magnificent…a thrill on almost every page” (The New York Times Book Review), The Catalogue of
Shipwrecked Books is a window into sixteenth-century Europe’s information revolution, and a reflection of the passion and
intrigues that lie beneath our own insatiable desires to bring order to the world today.
"[The Book of] Revelation has served as a "language arsenal" in a great many of the social, cultural, and political conflicts in
Western history. Again and again, Revelation has stirred some dangerous men and women to act out their own private
apocalypses. Above all, the moral calculus of Revelation—the demonization of one's enemies, the sanctification of revenge taking,
and the notion that history must end in catastrophe—can be detected in some of the worst atrocities and excesses of every age,
including our own. For all of these reasons, the rest of us ignore the book of Revelation only at our impoverishment and, more to
the point, at our own peril." The mysterious author of the Book of Revelation (or the Apocalypse, as the last book of the New
Testament is also known) never considered that his sermon on the impending end times would last beyond his own life. In fact, he
predicted that the destruction of the earth would be witnessed by his contemporaries. Yet Revelation not only outlived its creator;
this vivid and violent revenge fantasy has played a significant role in the march of Western civilization. Ever since Revelation was
first preached as the revealed word of Jesus Christ, it has haunted and inspired hearers and readers alike. The mark of the beast,
the Antichrist, 666, the Whore of Babylon, Armageddon, and the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are just a few of the images,
phrases, and codes that have burned their way into the fabric of our culture. The questions raised go straight to the heart of the
human fear of death and obsession with the afterlife. Will we, individually or collectively, ride off to glory, or will we drown in hellfire
for all eternity? As those who best manipulate this dark vision learned, which side we fall on is often a matter of life or death.
Honed into a weapon in the ongoing culture wars between states, religions, and citizenry, Revelation has significantly altered the
course of history. Kirsch, whom the Washington Post calls "a fine storyteller with a flair for rendering ancient tales relevant and
appealing to modern audiences," delivers a far-ranging, entertaining, and shocking history of this scandalous book, which was
nearly cut from the New Testament. From the fall of the Roman Empire to the Black Death, the Inquisition to the Protestant
Reformation, the New World to the rise of the Religious Right, this chronicle of the use and abuse of the Book of Revelation tells
the tale of the unfolding of history and the hopes, fears, dreams, and nightmares of all humanity.
"Perhaps the most important single volume on Columbus ever published in English...The authors' classification of Columbus's
piety as 'evangelical' will be controversial but is exactly right He as as cosmopolitan in his piety as in his cosmography....This is a
marvelously well-written and organized study that has all the authority of deep scholarship." -Leonard Sweet, president, Union
Theological Seminary, Dayton, Ohio The book in which Christopher Columbus explains his vision to his king and queen is now
available for the first time in English. Columbus compiled the Libro in 1501-1502 after returning in chains from his third voyage to
the New World. He hoped that his notebook of biblical prophecies would inspire King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella to finance a
fourth trip for him, one that would allow them to fulfill millennial prophecies of becoming monarchs of the New Jerusalem Though
historians and biographers agree that the document is authentic, until now it has been available only to multilingual scholars. Even
those with access to the work paid it slight attention, viewing it as an unimportant excursion into fanaticism that occurred late in the
explorer's life. The commentators argue that apocalyptic thought played a significant role in Columbus's grand scheme throughout
his life and that biblical prophecies were a major factor motivating his explorations, backing their claims with analyses of his
intellectual and cultural background, the apocalyptic thought in Spain at the time, and other writings by his contemporaries The
Libro de las profecías was compiled under the direction of Columbus by his thirteen-year-old son Ferdinand, his close friend
Father Gaspar Gorricio, and other clerics. It is reproduced in this handsome volume, with the original Latin and Spanish texts and
the English translation on facing pages, as the second title in the Columbus Quincentennary Series. Delno C. west, a research
fellow at the Center for Theological Inquiry at Princeton, is professor of history at Northern Arizona University. He is coauthor of
Christopher Columbus: The Great Adventure and Joachim of Fiore: A Study in Spiritual Perception and History.
Christopher Columbus returned to Europe in the final days of 1500, ending his third voyage to the Indies not in triumph but in
chains. Seeking to justify his actions and protect his rights, he began to compile biblical texts and excerpts from patristic writings
and medieval theology in a manuscript known as the Book of Prophecies. This unprecedented collection was designed to support
his vision of the discovery of the Indies as an important event in the process of human salvation - a first step toward the liberation
of Jerusalem and the Holy Land from Muslim domination. This work is part of a twelve-volume series produced by U.C.L.A.'s
Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies which involved the collaboration of some forty scholars over the course of fourteen
years. In this volume of the series, Roberto Rusconi has written a complete historical introduction to the Book of Prophecies,
describing the manuscript's history and analyzing its principal themes. His edition of the documents, the only modern one, includes
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a complete critical apparatus and detailed commentary, while the facing-page English translations allow Columbus's work to be
appreciated by the general public and scholars alike.
Exploring the diverse factors that persuaded Christopher Columbus that he could reach the fabled "East" by sailing west, Dante,
Columbus and the Prophetic Tradition considers, first, the impact of Dante’s Divine Comedy and the apocalyptic prophetic
tradition that it reflects, on Columbus’s perception both of the cosmos and the eschatological meaning of his journey to what he
called an ‘other world.’ In so doing, the book considers how affinities between himself and the exiled poet might have led
Columbus to see himself as a divinely appointed agent of the apocalypse and his enterprise as the realization of the spiritual
journey chronicled in the Comedy. As part of this study, the book necessarily examines the cultural space that Dante’s poem, its
geography, cosmography and eschatology, enjoyed in late fifteenth century Spain as well as Columbus’s own exposure to it. As it
considers how Italian writers and artists of the late Renaissance and Counter Reformation received the news of Columbus’
‘discovery’ and appropriated the figure of Dante and the pseudo-prophecy of the Comedy to interpret its significance, the book
examines how Tasso, Ariosto, Stradano and Stigliani, in particular, forge a link between Dante and Columbus to present the latter
as an inheritor of an apostolic tradition that traces back to the Aeneid. It further highlights the extent to which Italian writers working
in the context of the Counter Reformation, use a Dantean filter to propagate the notion of Columbus as a new Paul, that is, a
divinely appointed apostle to the New World, and the Roman Church as the rightful emperor of the souls encountered there.
Presents a day-by-day account of Columbus' outward voyage, the discovery of America, and the voyage home
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Eugen Weber delivered the Barbara Frum Historical Lecture, based on Apocalypses, at the University of Toronto in March 1999.
This annual lecture "on a subject of contemporary history in historical perspective" was established in memory of Barbara Frum.
Apocalypses Prophecies, Cults and Millennial Beliefs through the Ages The Barbara Frum Historical Lectureship A national
bestseller What drove eminent historian Eugen Weber to write Apocalypses? His desire to redress the historical and religious
amnesia that has consigned the study of apocalyptic and millennialist thought to the lunatic fringe. An absolute belief in the end
time was omnipresent until the 17th century, and retains many adherents even now. Apocalyptic visions and prophecies inspired
crusades, scientific discoveries, works of art, voyages such as those of Columbus, rebellions and reforms. Elegantly written, as
witty and entertaining as it is profound, Apocalypses displays Eugen Weber's talents as a stylist and historical detective; this is
more a travel book of the apocalypse than a definitive academic treatment. On the eve of a billennium beset by a host of
apocalyptic predictions and cults, Apocalypses offers a sympathetic review of creeds we ignore at our peril.
The ancient House of Israel consisted of 12 families, or tribes, named for the 12 sons of Jacob (Israel). Ten of those tribes were
conquered, driven from their homelands, and scattered throughout the world. Although their bloodlines continue, they have lost
their identity with the House of Israel. The remaining two tribes have retained their identity, and are now known as the Jewish
people, named for the tribe of Judah. Over 2500 years ago, the prophet Ezekiel foretold a day when the spirit of YHWH would stir
the scattered remnants of Israel and restore them to life (Ezekiel 37:11-14). He also prophesied of a second scriptural record to
come forth from the tribe of Joseph to Judah, in the hand of Joseph’s son, Ephraim. This is that prophesied record. The Stick of
Joseph in the Hand of Ephraimis a sacred, first-temple-period, Israelite text, written by a prophetic family from the tribe of Joseph,
who fled Jerusalem in 601 BCE. YHWH led them for years in the wilderness and finally brought them “over the wall” to ancient
America, in fulfillment of Jacob’s final blessing to Joseph. (Genesis 49:22) For 1,000 years, these ancient Israelites kept sacred
records. When their civilization ended in destruction (420 CE), their final prophet, M’roni, hid this record in the ground, to come
forth in the future for the prophesied restoration of scattered Israel to its former glory. This record is all of the following unique and
extraordinary things: • The shofar sounding to scattered Israel as YHWH’s final attempt to gather His people; • A dire warning to
the USA and a cry of repentance to the state of Israel. Any nation that does not honor the God of Israel will not survive; • An
independent witness of the prophets, Mashiach, and the covenants given by YHWH to Israel; • A record of the means whereby all
mankind can, as Moses, ascend to stand in the presence of YHWH; • An invitation to believe and receive the promises YHWH
extends to those who will be His people. This is the only Hebrew Messianic/ascension document in existence that has not been
influenced by entanglements with Babylon, Greece, or Rome, because those who kept the record left Jerusalem and the Eastern
Hemisphere prior to the Babylonian captivity. It is the most sublime and direct Jewish ascension text available. This annotated
Hebrew-roots English edition restores the ancient Hebraic nature of the record, to provide a clear understanding of Israel’s God,
His work now underway, and the coming age of Mashiach. Whether you study religion in the Torah, Tanakh, Talmud, NIV Bible,
Zohar, New Testament, Book of Mormon, Catholic writings, LDS scriptures, biblical commentary, or other holy books, this volume
will inspire you to greater prophetic literacy, gifts in spirituality, understanding of history and theology, and most importantly,
immerse your soul in a conversation and relationship with that God who loves, forgives, guides, and reconnects honest searchers
with the tree of life. The Stick of Joseph is a greater discovery than the Dead Sea Scrolls or the Nag Hammadi library, though it
has received far less attention. It is the preeminent Messianic document in the world, untwisting the false Greek caricature known
as Jesus Christ of Nazareth. It restores the basics of the complete ancient Israelite faith and culture largely absent from modern,
rabbinic Judaism. The ten commandments, temples, altars, Passover, the law of Moses, patterns, evidence, and much lost
understanding all come together in this invaluable journal-record of wandering Israeli Hebrews who founded a great civilization.

An assessment of the character and motivations of Christopher Columbus reveals the passionate religious beliefs that
motivated his famous voyages, and claims how he sought gold to finance a new crusade to restore Jerusalem to
Christian control.
Fourteen scholars explore the various cultures that flourished on the North American continent before the arrival of
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Columbus
Don’t Just Read Prophecy. Step into Its Fulfillment. The study of prophecy inspires elaborate timelines and speculation
about which world leader might rise to power in the last days. But meanwhile, it’s far too easy to miss the significant
prophetic signs contained in stories of biblical characters, in God’s creation, and in the lives and actions of today’s
Israelis and Palestinians. The Holy Land Key opens our eyes to little-known aspects of prophecy, including: · God’s
master plan revealed in the seven Feasts of the Lord · The ingathering of God’s people, and the ways Israelis are
hearing from God today · Significant prophetic patterns discovered in the lunar cycle · Awe-inspiring testimonies to God’s
glory spelled out in the night sky · Glimpses of God’s future kingdom revealed in the stories of well-known figures from
Scripture For decades, author and pastor Ray Bentley has partnered with God’s people in Israel, including Judea and
Samaria, the area known as the West Bank. There, he witnesses the fulfillment of prophecy firsthand. This is your
introduction to prophetic signs that God reveals in sometimes unexpected ways. He does not want us to miss the work he
is doing to usher in the coming Kingdom.
Although astrology was viewed with suspicion by the medieval church, it became a major area of inquiry for the
renowned cardinal and scholar Pierre d'Ailly, whose astrological and apocalyptic writings had a significant influence on
Christopher Columbus. D'Ailly's writings on the stars, the focus of this book, clearly illustrate the complex relationships
among astrology, science, and Christian thinking in the late Middle Ages. Through an examination of his letters, sermons,
and philosophical, astrological, and theological treatises, Laura Ackerman Smoller reveals astrology's appeal as a
scientific means to interpret history and prophecy, and not merely as a magical way to forecast and manipulate one's
own fate. At the same time, she shows how d'Ailly dealt with delicate problems--such as free will and God's
omnipotence--in elevating astrology to a compelling, but not always consistent, "natural theology." The French cardinal's
most intriguing prediction was for the advent of Antichrist in 1789, one that stemmed from his deep concern over the
Great Schism (1378-1414). Smoller maintains that the division in the church led d'Ailly to fear the imminence of the
apocalypse, and that he eventually turned to astrology to quell his apocalyptic fears, thereby gaining confidence that a
church council could heal the Schism. In elucidating the place of astrology in medieval society, this book also affords a
personal glimpse of a man facing a profound crisis. Originally published in 1994. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
Featuring updated author commentaries, this is an internationally bestselling selection of the famous seer’s most
relevant prophecies Nostradamus is widely known as the greatest diviner and visionary who ever lived. In the whole of
publishing history, only the Bible has sold more copies than his prophecies, which have been in print since his death in
the 16th century. Using a revolutionary new analysis of the secret dating of Nostradamus’s prophecies, The Complete
Prophecies for The Future reveals startling new interpretations, offering answers to relevant questions: Is the demise of
the British monarchy inevitable? Will there be a Global War—and, if so, what will this mean for the world’s climate?
Nostradamus predicted the Twin Towers disaster of 9/11, the 2003 Iraq War, Hurricane Katrina, the devastating tsunamis
of 2004/2005—and he foretold the future for decades to come. Thanks to Mario Reading’s groundbreaking translations
and sharp, knowledgeable commentaries, readers can now scan the future history of the 21st century—before it happens.
While many books have been written about the life of Christopher Columbus and his New World discoveries, this one has
a different thrust--that Columbus was not just a skilled, courageous sailor but was also a chosen instrument in the hands
of God. For Latter-day Saints, this conclusion is implicit in a vision Nephi saw and recorded two thousand years or so
before the time of Columbus. In relating that scripture to the fifteenth-century explorer, the author observes, modern
prophets and Apostles have noted the significance of America in the Lord's plan for humankind, the historical necessity
for its discovery, colonization, and development, and the raising up thereon of a free nation wherein the kingdom of
God--the gospel and Church of Jesus Christ--could be restored and prospered, from which place it could go forth to all
peoples in the latter days. Clearly the circumstances would call for a discoverer--the right man in the right place at the
right time. This book profiles the man from Genoa who apparently yearned from childhood for the seafaring life and who
early began to acquire the nautical knowledge and experience that would make him the most widely traveled seaman of
his day and would help him rise to the top ranks in that career. Seized by the spirit of adventure, he began to formulate
his plan for the "Enterprise of the Indies, " his dream of reaching East by sailing west. And finally, after eight frustrating
years of seeking sponsorship in European courts, he persuaded Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain to finance the project.
But adventure was not his only incentive. Stronger than that, it seems, was his spiritual motivation. A devout Christian, he
gratefully and frequently credited God with all his blessings; he saw himself as a fulfillment of prophecy in this matter, as
a literal instrument in God's hands; he was certain that he was God-inspired in his passionate quest for the westward
route; and moreover, a major concern of his was to bring Christianity to the natives of the "Indies." Given this kind of spirit
and his seafaring skills, and acknowledging his human weaknesses, Christopher Columbus seems to have been the kind
of man the Lord could use for His purposes; and, indeed, modern Apostles and prophets quoted in this book affirm that
he was that instrument. This interpretation is borne out also by the story told here of his four voyages to the New World.
Published in 1992, the five-hundredth anniversary year of the first and most famous of those voyages, this book brings
potent reminders of the important role played by a bold and courageous man who was chosen and guided as an
essential forerunner of the restoration of the gospel.
Columbus is the first blazing star in a constellation of European adventurers whose right to claim and conquer each land mass
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they encountered was absolutely unquestioned by their countrymen. How a system of religious beliefs made the taking of the New
World possible and laudable is the focus of Kadir's timely review of the founding doctrines of empire. The language of prophecy
and divine predestination fills the pronouncements of those who ventured across the Atlantic. The effects of such language and
their implications for current theoretical debates about colonialism and decolonization are legion. Kadir suggests that in this
supposedly postcolonial era, richer nations and the privileged still manipulate the rhetoric of conquest to justify and serve their own
worldly ends. For colonized peoples who live today at the "ends of the earth," the age of exploitation may be no different from the
age of exploration.
-Will West and his friends enter the alternate universe of the Never in order to rescue Will's friend and mentor Dave from the
dangerous and deadly creatures from beyond--From the co-creator of the groundbreaking television show Twin Peaks comes an exciting adventure series with a unique
combination of mystery, heart-pounding action, and the supernatural. Meet your new action-adventure addiction! Will West is
careful to live life under the radar. At his parents' insistence, he's made sure to get mediocre grades and to stay in the middle of
the pack on his cross-country team. Then Will slips up, accidentally scoring off the charts on a nationwide exam. Now Will is being
courted by an exclusive prep school . . . and followed by men driving black sedans. When Will suddenly loses his parents, he must
flee to the school. There he begins to explore all that he's capable of--physical and mental feats that should be impossible--and
learns that his abilities are connected to a struggle between titanic forces that has lasted for millennia.
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